School Community Council (SCC) Agenda
March 8, 2023
3:45 p.m.

I. Welcome

II. Call to Order
   A. Call to order
      1. Dr. Trimmell @4:01
   B. Approval of Minutes
      1. motioned-Jessica Navaro
      2. second-Megan M.
   C. Approval of Proposed Agenda
      1. ammendnig to apporvoe tssa budget as well
      2. motioned-Megan M, second–Megan D.

III. Agenda Items
   A. LAND Trust Plan Approval
      1. School report card is a C. Moved up from a D from previous year.
         This is a typical growth, but not enough for EVERYONE!
      2. Acadience for ELA: 10% from previous year--is that attainable?
         Did we do it last year?
         a) last year we only moved 0.3%
         b) We started 10% higher this year, so we are hoping that we
            will keep that trend going for the end of the year
      3. RISE for Math: No numbers attached to this
         a) Last year was 6+%, but it was all stretched out over grades
         b) want to be able to send support where it is most needed
         c) can do grade comparison because it is 4 grades vs. 7 grades
         d) supplemental programs are supplemented above grants that
            are given

STUDENTS FIRST!  RESULTS MATTER!  WHATEVER IT TAKES!
4. Funding will be split between math and ELA, but with the hopes of hiring another 1st grade teacher for next year.

5. Why technology rather than PD? (Meghan S.)
   a) We got the money for Chromebooks, projectors, Apple TVs 5 years ago, so we are working with a 5-year plan to keep the technology up to date.
   b) PD will be funded through Title I, Educators will come from TSSA (Teacher and Student Success Act)

6. Carry-over is higher than expected because we were not able to hire as many support staff as we were planning (3 of 8 budgeted).

7. Title I–we are hoping to receive as much as we did this year. This year we got $100,000 less than we got last year, so we hope that we get what we need and are planning on.
   a) will first fund the other teachers that we fund to decrease class sizes.
   b) Which budget the “extra” teacher comes from depends on years of teaching.

8. Funding is not dependent on meeting the goals!

9. Motion to Approve
   a) Moved to approve the plan–Lauren Nalder, Seconded the plan–Robbie D.

B. TSSA Goals

1. EL Curriculum–is there some out there that can be used for older grades that matches intellect with needs. (Megan M.)
   a) we want to keep giving them grade-level curriculum so they don’t fall behind
      (1) All ELL, but there are some that are “Newcomers” who are “brand new” for two years.
      (2) We want someone to come in and work with those newcomers directly–pushing into the classroom
   b) Lauren N. volunteered her supplies to be used.

2. Plans will be published after the 1st of April when all is finalized.
IV. **Unfinished Business** (Items from this agenda that need to be tabled until the next meeting)
   A. None at this time

V. **New Business** (New items not specifically listed on the agenda)
   A. District Meeting last month–Robbie reported
      1. Mental Health Resources are available
         a) parentguidance.org
         b) district website
      2. Dr. Trimmell will send it out to parents via DoJo
         a) Some schools are adding it to the monthly/weekly newsletter that goes out to parents
         b) calendar for the JFE courses added to the newsletter
      3. District waits until they have ACCURATE information before they send out timely information which may be incorrect.
         a) all schools are secured
      4. Megan Myer said that the parent classes can be really useful if parents will take advantage of it.
      5. Jordan Family Education center is also an available resource for parents (Connie B.).
   B. Feedback from the Title I parents survey helps the administration monitor how the communication is faring from classroom to homes.
      1. We have to send it out repeatedly
         a) add a blurb about what the feedback is used for!
      2. The more parents answer the more feedback they have to work with (but it doesn’t go beyond the school)
      3. Next year, the plan is to have SCC look at the feedback
      4. Does the survey differentiate between teacher and school? Yes!
      5. Data Binder Calendar will be implemented for next year

VI. **Adjournment**
   A. Motion: Megan D Second: Robbie

---
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MEETINGS FOR 2022/2023
9/14/22, 11/16/22, 1/11/23, 3/8/23